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Mr. Richard Helms 
Deputy Director for Plans 
Central Intelligence Agency 
Washington, 25, D. C. 

Dear Mr. Heinz: 

The Commission has recently receive& a report 

from the Federal Bureau of Investigation covering an inter- 
/ .//viLw that took place between repreneutatives of the B

ureau 

v and the recent Soviet defector, Yuri Ivanovich. Nosenko. . 

It arrears to us that4osenRo's defection, 

whether9r,_not it is authentic, 4.s of veryre4t tnterest 

t9 t'fiE4\SirL74:11P.ion. I youl4 like to set up a conference 

early in the week of March 9 laet,,,reenrcepers of the Com- 

mission staff and members of the CIA,...:t0 discuss thisj7s.'it&
Li=1::  

further an& to rrrplore generally the work your Agency h
as / 

in progress of interest. to this Commission. 

Will you please contact nz at your earliest 

convenience to set a time for this conference. 

Sincerely, 

0 
rr. " 

.1c2f Document Numbar 	 „, 

lot FOIA Revi::,,v on JIM 1973 

J. Lee Rankin 
D.in4zal Counsel 
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F oil THE RECMD 

1. ( 	called rue in at 0900 and showed me in draft a rer.orar.siom 

	

rye/ 	recording his conversation '..;-ith Allen Dulles on Saturday 11 April re C14 
Us* assistance to the Warren Connis' sion. In essence, the conversation. dealt 

..Avis't  

	

I  \ G-''` 	
with questions un.ch the Warren Commission ail direct to CIA. Copy.  

u . 	follows? 	 ...., 
I ` 

2. 1 	has sug,„-=ested that nothing further be done're preparation 
of an analysis of the OSWALD affair pendirg receipt of the questions from. 
the Commission. Answering twse questions right make it unnecessary to 
prepare an analysis. 

3. I 	asked that we prepare, on a priority basis, a reply to 
the FBI conmunication containing two reports on the CSNALD case from 
Nosenko. I 	 is handling.I 	and 	are to see it in 
draft. 

P.S. I 	also rela.u.-ned to me the several items of Oswald production 
borrowed on 11 April. 
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MEMORANDUA FOR: 	Deputy Director for Plans 

SUBJHCT:el, 	T41Ccuseions witl en W. Dulles on the uewe 	xso pry 4t ion 4. 

1. At the instructions of the DDP, I visited Nit. Dulles on 11 April to discuss with him certain questions which Mr. Dulles feels the Warren 	a issioa may pose to CIA- Mr. Dulles explained ?hat while the CeM;11.33i0M-Y- wiehed to clarify certain aspects of the Oswald ease. Ln: which a response from CIA seemed necessary it was not-sue-fee. how the qUi!f3tiC213 should be posed nor hew CIA should respond:.: ,z'. Mr. Dulles hoped that our discussions would enable-hietetoeieeee-:ee advise the Coemiesion on this matter. He first raised the::  ye. allegation that Oswald was a CIA agent. He'mentioned,twe 	• SOUXCIt3 for this accusation. Ona was Mrs. Marguerite Oswald, Lee Harvey Oswald's mother, and the other was..Mr.: Mark Lane, Mrs.. Oswald's attorney. He suggested that the Coamission, in asking us this question, might well forward a summary or pertinent excerpts of the testimony concerning this matter. He noted, however, that Mrs. Oswald's tostie cony was so incoherent that it would be difficult to find pertinent excerpts, thus it would be better for the Com- e.  mission to suemerize the testimony. 

2. Mr. Dulles then suggested that the response to this': question could be in the for of sworn testimony before the Coemiesion by a senior .CIA official or a letter or affidavit.. He recalled that the Director of the FBI had replied b 	• letter to a similar question. In any event,'Mr. Dulles felt the reply should be straightforward and to the point. - He thought language which made it clear that Lee Harvey ..;-Oswald was never an employee or agent of CIA would suffice..  We should ale() state that neither CIA nor anyore acting on CIA's behalf was ever in contact or communication with -Oswald. Mr. Dulles did not think it would. be a good idea - to cite CIA procedures ':"or agent aeeessuent and headline to show that it would have been unlikely for Oswald to have been chosen as a CIA agent to enter Russia. There are always exceptions to every rule .and this night be misunderstood by members of the Commission with little background in activity.  of this sort. I agreed with him that a carefully phrased denial of the charges of involvement with Oswald seemed most appropriate. 
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3. Thu next question concerned the possibility of 
Oswald's having been a Soviet agent. Mr. Dulles suggested 
that the Commission's Question on this matter be phrased 
somewhat as follows; "In the knowledge or judgeent of CIA 
was Lee Parvey Oswald an agent of the Soviet intelligence 
services or the intelligence servicee'oE other communist 
states at any time prior to 22 November l963, or was Oswald 
solicited by these intelligence services to become such an 
agent?" After considering this question, it becaet, apparent -
that the problem of malcing a "judgment" as to whether Oswald 
might have become an agent of a communist power was subject 
16Tra same difficulties we would have encountered if we . 
had tried to answer the allegation of CIA affiliated by 
citing CIA's own procedures. If CIA)  in responding to .the 
"judgment" portion of the question, were to say that in-. 
light of tits knowledge of Soviet Bloc procedures it was 
unlikely 'that-  Oswald would have beccme their agent, we -le", -
would have to admit that exceptions are always possible.'. 
Mr. Dullee and I felt that it would be better to avoid this 
and confine our response to a precise statement of fact, 
• This statement, in Mr. Dulles' view, could note that CIA 
possessed no knowledge either gained independently or from 
its study of the materials supplied by the Commission 
tending to show that Lee Harvey Oswald-was an agent of 
the Soviet intelligence services, or the services of any 
other Communist country, or .for that matter of any other_ 
country. 

4. Both questions were discussed individually but - 
later- Mr.,Dullee suggested that because they were inter-
connected it would be better if the Commiseion posed them 
in one letter to CIA. I agreel t:eat this night be sieipler. 

S. After covering these questions of direct interest 
to CIA, Mr. Dulles mentioned other issues which concerned 
the Commission. Ha rcearked that members of the Commission 
could not understand why CIA had not begun an investigation 
of Oswald as soon as it received wordthat he had defected. 
I noted that this question had bean discussed with Mr. 
Rankin and his staff and there seemed to be considerable 

— understanding of the practical circumstances which made it 
'141111iepossible for CIA to undertake such investigation inside 

the USSR. I expressed the hope that it would not be necessary 
for ,CIA to place matters of this sort in the public record. 
Mr. Dulles agreed. 
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6. Mr. Dulles than asked if it ware normal for 

the Soviet Government to permit a Soviet woman to marry 

a foreigner and then allow her to leave with her husband 

shortly after the marriage. This question perturbed the 

Commission and they would like to have an answer. I said 

that whereas the response could have some bearing on whether 

Oswald was an agent, the problem seemed to lie more in the 

consular field and I suggested that the best way to obtain 

an opinion on what constituted "normal practice" in marriage 

cases in the USSR would be to question the Department of 

State. Mr. Dulles agreed with this. 

7. Mr. Dulles expressed his appreciation for the 
assistance accorded him and said that he would discuss the 

framing of the questions for CIA with Mr. Rankin on Monday 

13 April. At this point I did offer a.  personal opinion in 

regard to the way in which CIA should respond. Noting that 

testiMony on questions such as these would be difficult to 

insert in thu public record, I suggested that it would be 

beet lf the CIA response were in written form. However, 

much )4I1 depend on the form in which the equestions are 

: eventeally put to us and I imagine that a final decision 

can be made at that time. 

• 8. At no time during these discussions did Mr. Dulles
 I 

make any inquiries about Nosenko and I volunteered no infer- ft 

nation on this score. 	
• -4 


